crease directly as the mental ; but with how
many students this ratio is inverted ? We have
published on the 30th op each month , during the
a gymnasium—a good substantial striicture—
Collegiate Tear , by the Students of
but our physical condition is no more altered by
that fact than would be our intellectual, had we
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Cannot some of the zealous friends of the college who are so deeply concerned in our intelT H E SANCTUM.
lectual growth, interest themselves in our phys•
ical welfare as well ?
N O W comes the winter session—short if ,
measur ed by we eks, but long if by the
amount of work required. There is no other COMMENCEMENT is the New Year's day '
of the college calendar, aad all-the terms
time in the year when the student is moie
able an d, as a general ru le, more willing to do and vacations are arranged with reference to it.
a large amount of mental work than now. Accord in g to th e law of the college that day
But how about work that is not strictly m ental ? falls on the fi r st Wedn esday of July, which, in
T^ amount of physical exercise should in-< 1886, will be , unfortunately, the seventh of tlie
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month. It will thus happen that an extra week
must be added to the winter vacation to offset
the additional week of work in July, giving us
a week of vacation when we least want it, and
requiring of us, in return, a week's work in
hot weather when study is the most irksome.
Why wouldn't it be a good plan to insert
that troublesome week in the middle of the
long spring term instead of tacking it on to the
already long winter vacation ?
We feel sure that if the spring term is as
long and tiresome to the faculty as it is to the
students, they will do all in their power to
bring about this slight change, and thus do
much to reconcile hot weather and study.
r I ^HE trodden worm will turn.

A Freshman in
\_ Colby University, liaving fceen hazed , has
haled certai n Sophomores into court on charges of assault and battery, breaking and entering, and larceny.
He alleges that his door was torn from the hinges , his
person assailed with blows, and an article of wearing
apparel stolen. These charges, if proved , are enough
to give the offenders a term behind the bars. At all
events, the courage of the complainan t in invoking the
protection of the law will have a wholesome effect on
the minds of the defendants and their associates. The
popular sympathy, as usual , is with the under dog. "

Such is the text of an editorial which appeared recently in the Portland Advertiser. It
affords another illustration of the well-known
fact that outsiders allow their imagination to
make up for their lack of knowledge as to what
goes on within college walls ; that they never
once stop to inquire as to the merits of the case
in question, but are ever ready to exaggerate
and spread the first rumors that reach their
ears and then place their sympathies wherever
fancy or sentiment may incline.
In the case just mentioned the writer seems
to sympathize with the Freshman. (But how
such tender expressions of commiseration as
" trodden worm " and " under dog " will please
him we have yet to learn.)
Now the facts in the case are that a certain Freshman was so unwise as to file a complaint against several Sophomores ; but he did
this contrary to the advice and wishes of a large
majority of his own class. Here the whole
matter ended. The Advertiser seems to commend "the courage of the complainant in invoking the protection of the law." While any
course by any class , Sop homores or not , which

tends to injure another 's person or property is
not for a moment to be upheld, the damage
done ought to be considerable to warrant one
student in using the law against another. There
are other more peaceable and effectual means
of settling petty disputes. Besides, a student
should think twice before entering upon an
action which would injure the name of the college so much as a lawsuit in which students are
the contending parties. There has seemed, this
fall, to be even less than the usual amount of
difficult y in the re-adjusting process which the
college always has to pass through when a new
class enters. At one time, however, it did look
as though this little trouble would develop into
something more serious.
But the law is a two-edged sword and can
cut both ways, and it was wisely decided to let
the matter drop. We presume this episode
will serve as a topic for the papers till it has
gone the rounds ; but we hope they will endeavor to confine themselves to facts as far as
possible, and not be too ready to express their
opinions as to the right and wrong of a case of
which they know nothing. Every one who
knows anything about this institution knows
that our faculty is not inclined to be very lax
in dealing with disorder in college, and when
that body declines to take any action on an
alleged hazing affair, outsiders may rest assured
th at nothing serious is the matter.
THE lecture of Nov. 17th was in every
way a success. When the president introduced the speaker by simply saying, "The
subject of the lecture this evening is & Ultimate
America,' and the lecturer is Joseph Cook," he
compressed a deal of meaning into a very few "
words. A good-sized audience listened with
the deepest interest for over two hours, and
rarely is an audience better repaid for their
attention. It seems as though the college ought
to feel encouraged by the reception given Mr.
Cook, to make other ventures in the same line.
If the students and towns-people would patronize all first-class lectures as they should , and
as we b elieve they would , there is no reason
why Colby should be behind other colleges in
affording opportunities for hearing first-class
lecturers. We hope and trust that the lecture
by Jose ph Cook will prove but the beginning
of 0; course. i ; ¦
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IN MEMORIAM.

TRANSITION".

the 22d hist. Rev. Henry Allen SawON
telle, D.D., died at his home in Waterville, having been stricken with apoplexy on
the 19th. He was born in Sidney, Dec. 11,
1832. At the age of seventeen he came to
"Waterville and spent a year in preparing for
college under Dr. J. H. Hanson. He entered
^
"Waterville College in the autumn of 1850, and
after graduating in 1854, served a year as
principal of the high school and tutor in the
college. Completing his course in Newton
Theological Institution he spent a year as
pastor in Limerick, and then went with his
wife as missionary to China. In consequence
of failing health he returned to America, where
he has since been the pastor successively of
churches in San Francisco, Chelsea, Mass.,
Kalamazoo, Mich., and again in San Francisco.
His first stay in California was sixteen years,
his last, health again failing, was only a
single year.
Dr. Sawtelle had a clear vigorous intellect,
a warm, strong, true heart, and a will efficient
to purpose and achieve. He excelled as a
scholar in both college and seminary. Through
his entire ministry he was a devout and diligent student of the Bible , and had rar e ability
in its interpretation. His preaching was full
of light and heart. He was a wise counselor
and a true friend. He won and kept the respect, the confidence , and the affection of those
who had to do with him . His success as pastor
was uniform and of the best kind. The productions of his pen as they appeared in periodicals and in two small published volumes
were thoughtful and always worthy of attention. His ideals were high , his ambitions honorable, his convictions clear , deep, and controlling, his love for God and man a glowing
flame. Bitterly is his loss mourned b y his wife
and his three children, one of them a student in
the college. A multitude of friends share
deeply their sorrow. Yet all who sorrow at
his loss rejoice in the record of his noble and
useful life. He has shown how to answer
the question whether "life is worth living."
His example is. an inspiration and benedicr
tion.

Behold the monarchs of the woody hills !
As thick and fast their leaves in showers descend
In fluttering swirls, while yet in cadence blend
The tuneful breezes with the murmuring rills.
Spring's tender verdure by the subtle charms
Of latent force was rife through Nature's realm ,
When Summer donned her regal diadem ,
And held her, willing captive, in her arms.
Then Autumn fair and bright in vesture clad
Of gold and crimson hues, came on apace,
Imparting an affectionate embrace,
And Nature's joy was made surpassing glad.
But soon the zenith of her beauty passed ;
And now to-day poor withered falling leaves,
Of parent stock a chilling frost bereaves,
The plaything-s of a fitful Winter 's blast.
The wind's low sighing through the branches bare,
Are laden with the plaints of the bereft ,
That not a vestige of their beauty's left ,
Of what was once so delicately fair.
But Winter 's storms will yield to fairer skies,
The vernal warmth unloose his icy chains,
And where to-day the sighing sad refrains,
The bloom of freshness will agai n arise.

THE DISCIPLINE OF CANVASSING.
MR . L. was a student in one of our New
England colleges. He had successfully
passed through, the first two years of the course,
and nearly completed the second term of the
Junior year, Then he received a call to engage
in that peculiar depar tment of missionary
work generally known as canvassing. Do not
suppose, however, that this was a conscience
call, for it came from "the city of New York, announced by a olever envoy- of the Standard
Publishing House. It was rather a financial
call. Mr. L.'s annual expenses throughout the
high school preparatory and thus far in his college course had been defrayed from the exchequer of his paternal ancestor. In other
words, the "old man " had paid his bills. The
goodly sire had not exactly threate n ed to cut
off this meagre supply, b ut ev er kept before the
economically indifferent son the time when he
m ust , unassisted, f ace the stern realities of the
cold world, and " earn his br ead, as well as his
cigar ettes, by the sweat of the brow." Our
hero was determined now to silence the pater-

nal guardian, and at the same time to elicit
maternal approbation.
The general agent had offered him as an inducement to engage in the work a guarantee of
$2.00 per day, i. e., for every eight hours spent
in soliciting orders.
" The Museum of Antiquity " was a ready
selling work. Statistics were furnished by the
publishing house showing how the average man
had netted $30.00 per week, and many even a
larger figure.
Taking into consideration the moral certainty at least of doubling the amount of the
guarantee, at the suggestion of the agent he
engaged for the vacation on his own responsibility, with commission at fort y per cent.
His benefactor (?) having now become a
drilling agent, spent several day s just before
the examinations at the college. He visited
our friend at various times during both ni ght
and day, and so thoroughly drilled him in every
phase of the canvassing work that it seemed
impossible that he should fail to make a success
of his undertaking. Starting out at the beginning of the vacation he felt confident of selling
his highly interesting " Literary Work " to at
least twenty per cent , of the persons called
upon. The territory allotted to him was a
village of about 4,000 inhabitants, with considerably extended suburbs.
ine Monday evening tram Drought mm to
his destination just as the lights were beginning to glitter through the frosty panes and
glazed panels of the stores and dwellings.
When our hero started from home , notwithstanding his father's advice to remain there and
earn fifty cents a day sawing wood, his spirits
were exuberant, but this stream of joyous expectation had been exhausting itself during
every mile of the journey towards the strange
city, and now as he arrived there the current
had completely changed its course. It was now
a stream of melancholy flowing towards a sea
of despair. Mr. L. took the hack for the tony
hotel of the place, and entered with the air of
a true drummer, fie paced the office room floor ,
whistled , recalled the careless mien of the Sophomore days to personify the ideal commercial
tr aveler, and finally settled himself down in a
big office chair and endeavored to quiet his
nerves on the best cigar that the landlord could
furnish . Notwithstanding, his retiring at an

early hour, the evening was long and tedious,
nor were his dreams altogether refreshing. He
saw in the dim distance his own home, with
everything so pleasant and cozy. He seemed
to attempt to fly to his friends , but failing, he
only fluttered down in the drifting snow.
Again he found himself canvassing the city,
ringing at door after door, entering and discoursing to the proprietor concerning the wonders of
Pompeii, the ruins of Babylon and Nineveh,
and the uniqueness of the Vestal Virgins. But
all without a subscriber. Then there was revealed to him in a vision a robber entering his
room and filching away the diminished contents
of his pocket-book, now only $9.85 cents since
his last cigar.
When the first breakfast bell had awakened
him, his dreams were sweet compared with the
thoughts which now began to prevail. Never
before had the duties of life confronted him as
such a sea of trouble. But there was no retreat. The chariots of pride cut off this hope.
Forward was the word. So he made read y for
and partook of the morning meal, and gloomily
awaited the hour when he thought it prudent
to make the first call. He had been instructed
to commence business at 8 a.m., but that
hour he felt sure was too early. He kept
putting off the dreaded moment in spaces of
fifteen minutes until, towards ten , he ventured
out into the wintry atmosphere, not yet fully
decided upon whom he should first call. The
instructions were to visit first the clergy. But ¦
Mr. L. had some misapprehension concerning
that plan. He entertained fears that those
divines might mistake his motives. He had
been advised also to give the editors a wide
berth, but he thought the house was prejudiced
in resjj ect to that vocation \ so he decided to
make his first call on the editor of the leading
newspaper of the place.
Having entered the sanctum , he was overjoyed at meeting not only an alumnus of his
college, but also a member of the same Greek
letter fraternity. The editor was ready to assist
an industrious student in every way possible.
He headed the subscription, gave him a list of
names to whom he might sell such a work,
mentioned several upon whom it would be a
waste of time to call, among which number was
the editor of the other local paper ; andy on the '
condition of receiving one of the books at cost,

he agreed to notice the work in his columns.
Mr L. went away fro m the sanctum greatly
encouraged. The editor advised him to get
the names of the different clergymen, even at a
sacrifice.
As he was starting towards the residence of
the Baptist minister, a familiar name, Mr. K.,
on a sign upon the opposite side caught his eye.
He remembered that an old schoolmate had a
year or two before this time entered business in
this place. He proceeded at once to make a
friendly visit. They talked oyer old schooldays very pleasantly and, at length, the conversation turned to business. Mr. K. expressed
much sympathy upon learning his friend's business ; hoped he would have success, but added
that he had chosen very unfortunate territory ;
all agents had found it so. Mr. K. had just
begun business and was under . the necessity of
keeping his expenses down ; could not take a
book himself, but was very willing to aid his
friend in any way he could. Just at this point
a peculiar old gentleman entered the store, to
whom Mr. K. introduced his friend, stating at
the same time his business, and, though he had
not examined the " Museum " at all yet, he
ventured to recommend it to the old gentleman. Greatly to the astonishment of our canvasser, he proceeded at once to subscribe for
the work in the library binding.
Mr. L. on leaving the store of his friend,
was ready to take the ministers by storm. He
felt certain that he was now about to gather
in more " ducats " than even the sanguine general agent had prophesied, and began to see
what a fool he had been for losing his courage
as he had for the past twenty-four hours. His
success, however, was like the fisherman who
catches a couple of trouts from the first fishinghole and then luck fails him ; for in visiting the
ministers of the various churches he found them
almost impenetrable. One of them manifested
a considerable interest in the young man and,
simply for' the sake of aiding him , signed for
the costliest binding on condition of having it
at the cost price of the cheapest. The others
were less generous. He asked one of the clergymen simply for his name to aid him in starting the list. The result was an exceedingly
personal sermon on the subject of "pitching
your tent toward Sodom."
v
As evening approached, the canvasser's

mind had returned to nearly the same state as
on starting. There were certain misgivings as
to the practicability of continuing in. this way.
He had taken three names ; the first one paid
no premium, would cost the express ; on the
third he was actually out one dollar. As to the
second, he had a margin of two dollars, but the
persons who had seen the names said this man
was a sort of a lunatic and signed for everything, but paid for nothing.
DELTA UPSILON CONVENTION.
THE fifty-first annual convention of the
Delta Upsilon Fraternity met with the
Rochester Chapter on Oct. 22d and 23d. It
far surpassed all previous conventions, both in
the numbers present and in interest and
enthusiasm. The first convention of the last
half of the century of the society's existence
fully met the expectation of all. The delegates from the New England, New Jersey, and
New York City colleges met at New York, and
had a special sleeper on the West Shore Road
from New York to Rochester, Wednesday
night; but the songs and good cheer of forty
enthusiastic Delta U.'s left little time for sleep,
until the car was switched off on the side track
at Rochester ; and then sleep was soon dispelled
by the "'Rah ! 'Rah ! 'Rah ! 'Rah ! Vive la
Delta U.!" of the delegates from the other
colleges, who came down in a body to greet us;
and as hands were shaken with a warm grasp
of Delta U. spirit, we just began to feel how
broad and strong a fraternity is.
Over Powers' Hotel,—one of the best in
the United States,—floated the "gold and blue "
banner of the fraternity, and here we were
entertained in magnificent style for two days,
and the . memories of the noble brothers met
there will ever linger as among the pleasantest
of our lives.
At 9.30 Thursday A.M., the first session was
called to order by President M, H. Stearns,
ex-Governor of Florida, Colby, '68, whose right
sleeve hung emp ty at his side, the ar m that
once filled being on the fields oi, Virginia.
The reports of the chapters were all encouraging, and created much enthusiasm, which
r eached its height as Lafayette, Columbia, Wisconsin, an d Leh igh—all established this year—
handed in their reports. Delegates were pres-

ent from twenty-one out of twenty-two chapter s, Wisconsin, through an unforeseen accident,
having no representative. Several alumni associations were also represente d, making about
one hundred and fifty, or as one of the Ro chester papers expressed it, " They filled every
room in Powers' Hotel, except the b ar-room
and billiard hall."
At two o'clock the delegates again met for
business, which was dispatched promptly and
in a most satisfactory manner. In the evening,
o ccurred the public exercises in the Grand
Opera House. The stage was filled by the delegates, which was richly hung with blue and
gold tapestries, and banners of the different
chapters, and every seat of the balconies, circles,
and galleries were filled by the friends of the
Rochester boys. The oration was by Rev. O.
P. Gilf ord, and deli ghted every one, while the
poem by Prof. Dudley, of Cornell, was pithy
and finely-written.
The forenoon of Friday was taken up with
business, and at no on a large gro up p icture of
the convention was taken , and from one till
three o'clock, Mr. Powers' kind invitation to
visit his art gallery was accepted , and was thoroughly enjoye d, it being the best in th e State
of New York. At three o'clock h acks wer e
pr ovided , an d we were driven alon g the br oad
asphalt paved str eets, lined with beautiful
residences , through the college gr oun ds, and
past the theological buildings, and back t o the
hotel in time for supper.
The closing session was held on Friday
evening, when officers were elected for the following year , Hon. Sereno E. Payne being
chosen president , and the place for next year 's
convention fixed at Madison, with Rutgers alternate. After this session, many accep ted Prof.
Swift's invitation to visit the Warner Observatory. But all these enjoyabl e times culminated
in the banquet at ten o 'clock. One hundred and
thirty-fivegathered around the tables, richly decorated and loaded with good things. They were
mostly young, and undergraduates , but there
were also a number of the older members ,
among whom, Rossiter Johnson, Sereno E.
Payne, Gov. Stearns, Prof. Dudley, Fred.
Crassett, and Mark Allen. After two hours of
hard work , song and toast filled up the time
till a late hour, and the fifty-first convention
adjourned after a pleasant and profitable time

for all. Saturday mornin g the delegates left
for their homes, by widely differ ent routes ,
but each one carried with him kind thought
towards the Rochester Chapter, for the royal
manner in which he had been treated, and a
strong brotherly feeling for all whom he had
met wearing the gold and blue, and the badge,
Delta and Upsilon.
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We met , and in the ball-room's rush and glare
Anaid the si ghs of rustling draperies
Whose waving sheen flashed thro' the perfumed air,
I knelt before her there,
Adorable—divinely fair ,
She was the first toward whom my love outburst,
I was a bachelor.
I plead—I won a smile—I plead anew,
I almost th ink I whispered " matrimony."
Sh e sweetly smiled : " How can I marry you P
W hat will my husband do P
Can I wed two ? "
She was the last—my silly days are past—
I am a bachelor.
BACON.
old man of lordly mi en an d expansive
AN
br ow is p erf or ming on e of th ose last sad
duties that old men have t o do ,—making his
will. He writes : " My n am e and memory I
leave t o men's cha r itable spee ches, and to foreign natio n s, and to my own country after some
time shall have passed by." And there is not
pr ouder name among the literary men of England than Francis Bacon ; no gran der intellect
than his among those grave-eyed and thoughtful-browed philosophers whose existence, was
spent in delving deep into the mysteries of
nature, and searching far for the motives of all
human action.
Like a giant Bacon stands forth among the
literary men of England. Gifted with a clear
insight , sound jud gment , and magnificent mind ,

he seems intellectually to have been a perfect

man . But alas for the frailty of mankind , he
was morally weak. His life and character is an
Volumes have been written upon
enigma.
him , but still he is unknown. No man has
been more highly praised or highly honored j

and no man has been more cruelly slandered or
persistently traduced. His admirers have made '.

him an angel. His detractors have regarded
him as a prince of evil. Then again writers

^

have striven to reconcile these views of Bacon.
Theorists have theorized, commentators have
run wild. Bnt may not these diverse views
arise from the simple fact that some regard him
as a successful man, jud ging him as a writer
and philosopher, while others have regarded
him as an unsuccessful mau, estimating him by
his judicial career ? And success covereth a
multitude of sins, while failure exposeth many
an error.
Bacon was born in 1561. His father was
an English knight and his mother was a learned
and refined lady. He was a very precocious
and witty boy. At the age of twelve he entered Cambridge, and the principal result of
his studies there was a strong dislike for the
philosophy of Aristotle. On quitting the university he went to Paris, the popular thing for
a young man to do in those days. It proved
the curse of Bacon's life. For tliere he ira.
bibed that love of elegance and display which
ever afterwards kept him in debt, and finally
brought him to his disgrace and downfall. The
death of his father recalled him from Paris in
1580. His fortune was so moderate that he
had to adopt some profession as a means of
livelihood. He chose the law. At the age of
twenty-four he entered Parliament and retained a seat there for thirty-seven years.
In his public career there is nothing to cast
a dishonorable stain upon his name. But
he always had a good many irons in the fire.
He was an inveterate beggar, a constant
wire-puller. Innumerable are his letters to
the chief men of the realm re commending
himself as especially well qualified for some
important office. At length by assiduous truckling to power he obtained the summit of his
ambition—the Lord-Chancellorship of England,
Now purple garments, glittering gems, and
ruddy gold pass before our eyes. Lacquered
servants, the sheen of gilded coaches, elegant
dinners, magnificent receptions are seen, and the
prime mover of all this is my Lord Francis Bacon,
but vanitas vanit at um , omnis vanitas, over this
glitt e ring splendor rises a dark cloud. Great
movements are on foot. Commotion is in the
air. Progress is the cry of the people; reform
the theme of the orator. Bacon's en emies are
jealous of his lofty station. Coke , his old rival
;. ¦ in ' lov e,v law, and politics, poisons the king's
ear against him. The ermine oic England is to

be purified. A court is summoned to sit upon
the acts of the Chancellor. They find him
guilty of receiving bribes in twenty-eight different cases. He confesses his guilt and appeals to the mercy of the Lords. " It is my
hand, my heart ; oh, my Lords spare a broken
reed !" With a crash the edifice of a life-time
lies in ruins at our feet. His sentence was pardoned and his fines revoked, yet he never again
appeared in public life, but passed his' last few
years in retirement, devoting himself to science
and literature.
Bacon possessed an intellect as capacious
and profound, an imagination as brilliant and
fertile as has ever appeared among men. In
the light of the productions of that intellect
he is surrounded with a halo of glory ; as a
man of the world lie is enveloped in clouds of
darkness. But even here let us be not hasty
in jud ging him. Over his stumblings let us
throw the mantle of charity. He lived in an
age which afforded much palliation for his misdeeds. And after all has been said that can be
said against him, Bacon will still remain a star
of the first magnitude. In his overthrow and
disgrace let us regard that star as setting, not
as falling. For the star that falls is gone forever, while the one that sets shall rise again.
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Cooked.
Nomads.
"All right."
Be in at 10.30.
"It isn't a fire."
Cleveland times.
"Quanlavaylence."
Circumstantial evidence.
Don't lose your reputation.
"Now he has betrayed me."
And Perk carried the mail.
"Pilgrim fathers and mothers."
Only one man that they can trust !
The day on which the event took place.
. About how deep is the Prof ,'s watch pocket ?
To find Geo. Washington's birthday or that
of any other man.
. «* No, I thank you , I have company." Inquire at No. 27 S. 0.

Day, '87, will care for the interests of the
campus during the winter term.
"No, I never took a lady before, and I
thought I would this time." But he didn't.
Pure gall. "I know that to a lady like you
a difference in color would be no objection."
In Mineralogy : Fair Co-ed.— "What mineral is this ? " Short Stop— " Don't know exactly. Dolly-might (dolomite) I guess."
It is a question with the patrons of the
Institutes' Debating Society whether the Junior Demosthenes or the Sophomore iEschines
can make the better speech.
Those wishing to attend the concert by the
Harvard Glee Club and Orchestra, in Portland,
December 11th, can get .half fare on the railroad, and special hotel rates.
During the second week of November, set
apart by the National Young Men's Christian
Association as a week of prayer, the college
association held meetings in their room every
evening.
The Sophomore :
" The Freshmen raid the campus,
I in my little bed
Was tired , tired , tired,
And covered up my head ."
The Freshman :
"O lawyer ! mighty lawyer !
The Sophs, do us abuse,
The faculty won 't help us,
Do thou, thine influence use."
Several of the college students attended the
dedication exercises at the Oak Grove Seminary, November 24th. Nearly all of these
took part of their preparatory course at that
institution.
On the afternoon of November 12th the
Juniors, under the leadership of Prof. Capen and
the Mail man, visited the Lockwood and examined the electric light and other curiosities,
both natural and artifical .
By some peculiarity of the laws according
to which things about college direct their
course, next Commencement will come one
week later than usual, consequently the winter
vacation will be longer by the same period of
time.
This is how a Freshman puts it: "I can 't
argue with the Profs, they look at me so queer ,
'
:-:y .;:; thB ' upperolassmaiL beats me- by his logic, the
; ::;; ^1:'SopJiomoreB by ohinnin'r Sam by his cussed

foolishness, and I can't tell the difference between 'em."
Among the various church sociables in town
the Methodist is beyond doubt taking the lead
in popularity. Unless the directors at the
Baptist purchase a clothes-line and introduce
Copenhagen, it looks as though that timehonored institution must suffer decline.
A Freshman, who evidently took his preparatory course elsewhere than at the Institute, when approached by a Sophomore for the
purpose of selling a tran slation to him, replied :
" Gosh, no ; what do I want a horse for ; I only
room a little ways from here, and can walk easy
enough."
The studen ts who room in North College
are clamoring for lamps in the lower halls of
that building, such as have already been placed
in South College. These articles are of so
much convenience in the latter building that it
is probable they will shortly be placed in the
former as well.
The Juniors gave a sociable at Mathew's
Hall on the evening of November 13th. About,
thirty couples were in attendance. The evening was spent in a social manner, followed
by refreshments, served in the hall. They
adjourned at a timely hour after having enjoyed
a thoroughly good time.
A new plan in taking care of the campus
has been adopted this fall. The leaves which
have heretofore been left on the ground till
spring, have been carefully raked up and removed. This improves the appearance of the
grounds, but whether or not it will be beneficial to the grass next spring remains to be
seen.
The full Oracle board is as follows : First
Man aging Editor, S. E. Webber, '86 , Delta
Kappa Epsilon ; Second Manag ing Editor,
Byron Boyd, '86, Zeta Psi ; Literary Editors :
Editor-in-Chief, T. J. Ramsdell, '86, Delta Up- '
silon ; C. P. Small, '86, Delta Kappa Epsilon j
I. L, Townsend,/86, Phi Delta Theta ; J. B.
Bryant , '86, Liter ary Fraternity ; E. F. Goodwin , '87, Zeta Psi.
Nigh t rainy and very dark : She (from the
Institute)— " There, I've f orgotten my Greek
books." He (from College)— " Never mind,
y ou can get them , easily in the m6rning.f: !
She-^." No, I must return for thern to^i^t , ; f 1 ; ?

must have my lesson in the morning." He

with smothered imprecations accepts the inevitable and slowly trudges backward a long
dreary mile through the mud and rain.
For ye ancient theologue only :
"Was this the way they treated girls
At this old hateful college— Co-eds who came five hundred miles
To get a little knowledge ? "

— The Judge .

The full-beard mania has not taken a very
serious form among the Seniors the present
term. There are at present but two who are
avowed followers of Esau. In their case it is
presumed that they either are indebted to the
barber, have lost their razor or mirror, or all
three combined. It is rumored that one of
them will . not visit his native wilds during
vacation, from fear of capture by some traveling showman.
The f ollowin g ar e the office r s of th e Sophomore class: Pre sident , J. A. Pulsif er; VicePr esident , M. S. Howes; Secretary and Treasurer, W. W. Merrill ; Orator, C. F. Goodale ;
Poet , Alice E. Sawtelle; Historian , R. J.
-^.; Toast-Master,
Tilton ; Pr ophet ,
C. H. Pepper ; Committee on Odes, Misses M.
E. Farr, Lillian Fletcher, H. E. Merrill ; Executive Committee, W. B. Suckling, J. F. Tilton,
A. F. Drummond.
It seems that the students ar e t o be debarred
from visiting the station at train time , or if they
do visit it th ey do so on pain of losing their
reputation, if they happen at present to possess
that priceless article. Doubtless it is a nuisance in some respects to have a crowd of boys

come pouring over the platform at the arrival
of the morning trains , hut when they are
charged with acts that are likely to ruin not
only their own reputation but that of the college as well, it seems a stronger assertion than
the circumstances of the case warrant.
Recently as several of the students were
standing on the corner of Main and Temple
Streets, several large carriages, came jolting by

once settled the question that it was a crowd
bo und fo r the Good Tem plar's sociable at
Oakland.
A company from the Classical School at
Hallowell came to Waterville Wednesday evening, November 11th, to visit the observatory.
At the station they were met by Mr. Brown,
'86, who escorted them to the observatory where
Prof. Capen was awaiting their arrival. The
evening was clear and so furnished a good opportunity for viewing the heavens. After
spending a part of the evening thus they returned to the college and visited the library,
art collection, etc., after which they returned
home on the evening train.
The lecture by Mr. Gould, of Portland ,
spoken of in the previous number of the Echo,
took place as proposed . The lecture was perfe ctly informal, delivered in an easy and pleasing manner, and withal very instructive. The
various forms of bank paper were taken up one
afte r an other , and their nature and use explained. After the speaker had finished the
le cture prope r he gave per mission t o an y one
who wished to do so to ask qu estions in regar d
to the subject under consideration. Quite a
number were prese n ted by differ ent per sons in
the audi en ce, which wer e an swered by the
speaker.
The usual number were assembled in the
reading-room, when some on e found a reference
to the nin th commandment , and at once inquiry
arose as to the purport of the same. The
campus man , bell-ringer, and Cupid at once
admitted that they didn 't know. Although
the larger number of the theologues were
absent on a tear at Bangor , there were quite a
number present and a lively guessing commenced. Every one was sure he had the right
one in mind , shrewd guesses were made , but
no one could hit upon anything that seemed to
answer the conditions , and when looked up not
a man in the crowd had guessed correctly.

It has been actually proved by experiment

that Rabbit can mw, also ( that Rabbit, Jr.,

and the boys supposed that the procession was can turn round in less than five minutes. It
a circus, or at least the caravan of the Kiokapoos. happened that when the leaves wSre being reAs it approached nearer they saw on the rear moved from the campus , by some unaccountable
seat the itinerant from Jefferson holding fast means they persisted in taking fire in several
to a lady, to prevent her from falling overboard, parts of the yard at the same time, and while

/ .. '^ {ind^ jb - th^.same ' .' .time' the melodious voices .lot the attention of the elder of the two was enf; the janitor and Adam were heard. , which at tireWaken up in executing gander-like gymnas-

;^f . 'Sl^i^fe : ¦ ¦ vl llK'l, ' ::: : >;

. - ',''

'

tics over various portions of the yard, the
young hopeful was left in charge of the cart
and contents, which also took fire. The united
efforts of the two succeeded in extinguishing
the fire , .when the restive steed attached to the
cart, and who up to this time had been but a
passive spectator to the scene, began to back
about in a peculiar and very eccentric manner.
Exasperated, but not discouraged, the principal
aetor in the scene did more work in a half hour
than he is accustomed to perform in the same
fraction of a day, at length succeeded in loading the wagon, and moving off with the parting threat, "H any one o' ye comes anear me
I'll hit ye."
Rev. Joseph Cook delivered his lecture ,
" Ultimate America," to a comparatively large
audience at the Town Hall, on the evenin g of
November 17th. It is a rare treat for the students to have the privilege of listening to a
speaker of world-wide reputation, and the favor
was thoroughly appreciated by all. From the
number in the audience it would seem that a
lecture of this kind might meet at least the expenses. It is evident, however, that no firstclass speaker will ever be obtained in town unless, as in the present case, the faculty take the
matter in hand. It is to be hoped that this plan
is feasible, and that in the future the students
are to have this privilege more frequently than
in the past.
Several of the State papers have been giving
accounts of a supposed hazing case at Colby.
It would be only justice to a majority of them
to say that they have given the account only as
a matter of news, which, of course, is perfectly
proper in a newspaper. Some, however, have
seen fit to add particular comments of their
own. To such the Echo would respectfully
suggest that their old womanish gossip and
sympathy with the abused parties in the affair
is entirely uncalled for. The faculty at Colby
have always shown a remarkable readiness to
deal with supposed cases of college discipline
where any proof could be obtained in regard to
the matter, and would doubtless have taken
prompt action in the present case had they considered it of sufficient importance.
A large audien ce assembled in the Baptist
church on Sunday evening, November 22d ,
to listen to the sermon delivered before the
X, M. C. A. by the Rev. JWilliam DeWitt Hyde,

President of Bowdoin. The text selected by
the speaker was eminently appropriate, and the
discourse practical, instructive, and in a high
degree interesting. The speaker evidently understood that college students were not particularly interested in deep theological discussions,
and so while the discourse was eminently able
it was full of life and the interests of every-day
concern. Mr. Hyde is a very pleasant, clear
speaker, and if he succeeds in winning the admiration in the class-room, among his own students, that his short stay won for him here,
Bowdoin is to be congratulated on its choice of
him as President.
The following are the addresses of those
who intend to be absent during the short session
of the winter term :
SENIORS.

Brown
Condon
Dunham
Metcalf
Overlook
Putnam
Trafton

Jonesport.
Jriendship .
North Paris.
Newcastle.
.Washington.
Danforth .
Fort Fairfield.

'.

JDNIOKS.

Burleigh .
Dow
Eaton
Cook
Harvey
Holmes .
Moore
Owen
Palmer
Small
Watson

,

Fort Fairfield.
Hartland.
North Cornvllle.
friendship.
Eeadfield.
Phipsburg.
North Anson .
Pea Cove.
Georgetown.
Upper Stillwater.
Millbridge.

SOPHOMORES.

Brainard
Howes
Lorimer
Tilton.. '

FRESHMEN .

Burbank
Farnham

Winthiop .
Islesboro .
Islesboro.
Milford, N. H.
Jefferson.
Belgrade.

The Senior exhibition, with Junior parts,
took place at the Baptist church, Friday evening, Nov. 20th. Every part showed careful preparation, and the exhibition was a success in
every particular. The music furnished by Andrews' Orchestra was of a higher grade than has
been fu rnished f or th e exhibition of the fall
term in previous years. Below is the programme :
MUSIC—PRAYER —MUSIC.

¦: ' ' -

Latin Version from Greek of Demosthenes.
>
* Woodman Bradbury.
*Junior Poxts.

Shelley.
Byron Boyd. as in the caucus, and the schemes and combiEnglish Version from French of Lacordaire.
nations which are entered into are a surprising
* Charles E. Cook. revelation of the corruption and corrupt influMUSIC
Charles C. Brown. ence of American politics upon the young
Americaa Citizenship.
Judson B. Bryant. mind. When the intelligent and reflecting
Disfranchisement for Crime.
Greek Version from Latin of Sallust.
student , who is supposed to represent the mind
* Walter B. Farr.
of the coming age, enters heartily into these
MUSIC.
Richard A. Metcalf. petty "trades," when the disposal of offi ces is
Originality.
George P. Phenix. arranged b a boss, som ethin g is necessary in
The New England Puritan .
y
Harry L. Putnam.
Duties of the Citizen.
the way of severe condemnation and utter disMUSIC
* Forrest Goodw in . approval. And surely no bett er opp ortunity
Trench Version from Emerson.
is afforded for the expression of such denun ciTheory of the Holy Rom an Empire.
Charles P. Small. ation than through the columns of the college
George E. Googins.
Social Equalization.
journa l. If our friends, who ar e studying for
? Junior parts.
The Seniors celebrated the event by a banqu et the int ellectual life , wh o expect t o tak e their
at Hotel Crockett. After doing f ull ju stice to stand in the f r ont rank of contesta nts in the
the contents of the well-spread tables, Toast- race of life, if they so soon enter upon the
Master Webber proposed the following toasts, demoralizing practices of "fine work," we canwhich were responded to amid tumultuous ap- n ot but expect t o see municipal misrule and
plause from the " Pilgrim Fathers and Politi- national ruin in ultimate America. The relation
of the scholar to politics is the theme of much discians of Ultimate America."
cussion nowadays, and earnest pleas are made
TOASTS.
C. C. Brown. th at the scholar t ake an active part in p olitics
The Alumni of '86.
C. P. Small. in order t o raise political methods, an d reform
The Girls of '86 Not Co-Eds.
T. J. Ramsdell. existing abuses, but when it is seen that the
'86 in the Sports.
George E. Googins.
'86 in Politics.
H. W. Trafton. scholar has alr eady asso ciated himself with all
Our Future.
that is opposed t o good government and proAfter the toasts and responses had been heard
gressive civilization , the intelligent beholder
and applauded , the paino was brought into use,
feels that the American republic is doomed.
and as nearly as could be ascertained in the
We had not intended to be thus drawn aside
sur roundi n g "mist,"the most circumspect threw
from our own proper field , but will submit the
off all restraint , and were boys with the rest.
followin g from the Brunmian of Oct. 31st :
After enjoy ing the jolliest, heartiest time of
It is a pleasant and honorable thing to be elected to
the course , and having found out beyond a office by the class, or to have one's friends elected, but
doubt that '86 was " all right ," the happy com- it is not the best thing. What does Emerson say P u A
pany started for the Bricks. After indulging in fop may sit in any chair in. the world, nor be distin- '
a little extra overflow of spirits on the campus, guished for his hour from Homer or Washington ; but
all sought their couches to dream of the psy- there need never be any doubt concerning the respective
ability of human beings." Any,man may be elected to
chology of the morrow.
a position by a combination or an accident. It is a
notorious fact that in our American politics the brightest men are always the oftenest defeated. But no man
OUR E X C H A N G E S .
can command the respect of his class unless he deserves
it, and the respect of one's elass is better than a thou"We had intended in this issue to pass be- sand offices.
yond our own proper bounds and enter into a
A new addition to our exchange list is the
discussion of college politics, concerning that Dennison Weeky News. This appears in the
of which we have latel y seen so notable ex- form of an ordinary local county newspaper,
ample in the fillibustering of the Sophomore but it is an exceeding ly interesting, and enterclass, the wire-pulling methods of corrupt poli- prising sheet. The correspondence from other
tician s , adopted by combinations of college colleges is a remarkable feature of its make-up,
societies. It is a lamentable fact that an elec- which is rather of a business than literary tendtion to a college or a class office is not so sig- ency. The general college information that

nificant as it ought to be. The slates rule here is afforde d by a sing le number is something

astonishing, and every issue is interesting to
everybody.
Perhaps the most noticeable of all our exchange list is the Tale Courant , both for its
aesthetic appearance and its literary ability.
From its columns we should infer that all was
not lovely between itself and its esteemed contemporary. However, the contest is interesting, and is conducted without bitterness. The
most charming feature of the whole issue is
perhaps the funny column, called " Yalensieula." This is the best-conducted column of
witticisms we have seen in any of the representatives of the college press. The editors of
the Courant have something on which to congratulate themselves, as will be seen from the
following extract :

It is encouraging to an editor of a college paper to
find that his position has some advantages other than
those of securing him free theatre tickets and practice
in penmanship. In place of the two compositions per
term which Seniors are expected to write, Professor
Beers has kindly consented to take from editors of college papers any of their published pieces which may be
of sufficient length and literary character to be offered
as equivalents for compositions on the subjects given
out to the class. These pieces are to be marked as
regular compositions would be. Professor Beers mentioned that a collection of news items like the Neius'1
"Log " could hardly be taken as a substitute for a literary composition. This considerateness and appreciation of our work on the part of the faculty is very
gratifying to us.

At last we have found a literary publication
in the form of the Haverfordian. This paper
seems to be especially devoted to literary articles and is somewhat deficient in editorials.
The Locals are short and sweet, while the
athletic interests of the college are well cared
for. Even in that Quaker institution, class
spirit reigns triumphant, and in the columns of
the Haverfordian there is a spirited account of
a cane rush between '88 and '89, which was
decided a draw. The most interesting, as well
as noticeable feature of the November number, is the article on "An Autumn Evening. "
It is a delightful , sketch, characterized by a
lively imagination and beautiful diction.
We could commend to the obstreperous
editor of the Ind iana Stude nt , who was incensed at ou r quotation from the Queen's College Journal, the following f rom the columns
of .th e Prinoetonian. Th e great West is full
of mysteries j but of all these the western col-

lege editor is, we think, the most mysterious.

Judging from the jou rnals which they produce, we
should like to get one of these western editors in a
convenient place, and ourselves behind a neighboring
hedge and look at him. What can make the difference
between the productions of eastern colleges and those
of the west ? The difference must lie in the editors
themselves ; for even to imagine the editorial board of
one of our representative eastern periodicals sending
forth a number like some of those that visit our table
regularly, is inconceivable.
The spirit of the eastern college press is independence of thought and action , love of Alma Mater, and a
firm conviction that the college public needs amendment more than instruction. The spirit of our western
E. C.s seems to be, first , an abiding respect—sometimes
almost servile—of the faculty ; second, an impression
that biographies of great men and school-boy essays on
literary subjects are of universal interest ; and, third , a
neglect of athletics in general, and a sort of contempt
for every other institution besides their own .
We will close our department by again
using the shears, and this time on the University Review :
As might have been expected , much valuable time
is being spent by fraternity men in. rushing new men.
This is greatly to be deprecated. Yet with the present
number of fraternities it seems unavoidable. We believe in the fraternity system, and recognize that much
of the good as well as pleasure which we have derived
from college life is due to our associations with our
fraternity. Yet rushing we frankly confess is an evil
due to the fraternities alone. It lies in the power of
but one class of men to eradicate this, and that is the
"new man " himself. Let him teach the Greeks that he
will join at his leisure and only when he is satisfied that
he is entering the one that is most compatible with his
own character, and the evil will be practically removed.

COLLEGE CLIPPINGS.
Charles Kendall Adams was inaugurated
President of Cornell, Nov. 19, 1885.
The total number of students at Tufts, as
is learned from the new catalogue, is 189,
The regents of the University of Wisconsin
have appropriated $50.00 to aid the Junior
class in publishing an annual .
The half-mile record was broken by Wendell
Balson, Harvard, '86, in the time of 2 min utes.
The best previous record was 2 minutes 45 sec- ,
onds.
The trustees of Williams College have voted
President Carter an indefinite vacation. It is
und erstood that this is caused by his health ,
which has been poor of late, and not because of :
any dissatisfaction.
The Juniors at Tuflis hav e arranged for a r ;

lecture course by prominent members of their
faculty and other experts during the winter.
Among the subjects are " Classic Art," " Edwin
Booth," "In and' Out of Paris," "Sir Harry
Vane."
The great fo ot-ball match between Yale and
Princeton for the championship of the Intercollegiate Leagues was won by Princeton , six
points to five. The championship of the New
England Intercollegiate League is a tie between
Williams and the Institute of Technology.
A prize of $50.00 is offered at Union College for the best extemporaneous speech delivered by any of the students except Seniors
during Commencement week, on subjects of
American History, Literary, Political, and
Social Life.
" Latin is the voice of empire and of law,
breathing the impulse of races and not the
tenets of schools, instinct with the spirit of nations and not with the passions of individuals ;
tried, indeed, to its utmost by Virgil, and by
him not found wanting.
." Greek and Latin are among the noblest
instruments of thought ever elaborated by the
human race, and we cannot possibly, without
great damage to ourselves, neglect any system
of education so fraught with the best possessions providence has preserved to mankind
from the wrecks of barbarism and decay."—
Canon Farrav at Johns Hopkins, Oct. 1, 1885.
A conference committee which is to confer
with the faculty in regard to cases of college
government, something like the Amherst Senate and the Bowdoin Jury, has been elected at
Harvard for the ensuing year. It consists of
five Seniors, four Juniors, three Sophomores,
and two Freshmen. Two members at large
will also be elected by the faculty and the student delegates at the first meeting.
From the catalogue of Brown it is learned
that there are 61 Seniors, 50 Juniors, 54 Sophomores and 74 Freshmen. Total, 289. Especial
attention is paid to metallurgy, and medical and
agricultural chemistry, and the application of
chemistry to manufacturing ' purposes. The
library at Brown contains 62,764 bound volumes, There are a hundred scholarships, sixty
of wh ich are wo r t h $1,000 each , the in come of
which is available for indigent students.
1 The facu lty of Lafayette Col
lege have
adopted a new system of marking. For-

merly three demerit marks were given for
every unexcused absence from recitation. If
at any time during the year's course these
marks reached two hundred, the student was
dropped from college. By the new system the
number of unexcused absences must not reach
twenty during a term, three terms completing
a college year. All unexcused absences in
excess of ten are carried over from term to
term.
.
the
presidency
of
ISToah Porter has resigned
Yale College, to take effect next Commencement. He will, however, retain the Clark Profess orship of Moral Philosophy. He has long
been connected with the college, graduating in
1831, and acting* as tutor from 1833-35. In
1860 he was appointed Clark Professor of Moral
Philosophy, and succeeded Theodore Woolsley
as President in 1871. He is now 74 years old.
Among the names mentioned to succeed Porter
are Professor E. S. Dana, President Oilman,
Johns Hopkins ; Professor Timothy Dwight,
ex-President A. D. White of Cornell, and General F. A. Walker, President Institute of Tech.
,
nology. '
;
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[ The alumni are earnestly requested to furnish items
for this column.]
HARMED.

At South Hancock, October 20th, Rev. A.
A. Cambridge, class of '83, and Miss Belle
Southerland, both of South Hancock.
At Thomaston, October 17th, Henry Trowbridge, class of '83, and Miss llora Lancaster.
At Winthrop, October 29th, Prank W. Herriek, class of '85, and Miss Fannie R. Benjamin .
DIED.

In Waterville, November 22d, Rev. H. A.
Sa-wtelle, D.D., class of '54.
'2 8 .

Rev. E. E. Cummings, D.D., is in very feeble health.
'37.
Rev. F. Merriam has accepted the pastorate
at East Weare, N. H.
> 5 3.

Hen ry M. Pierce, a graduate a* Waterville

in 1858, for many years held prominent educationa l positions, but since 1871 has had charge
of chemical works at Chicago. He is now engaged at Goodrich , Hickman County, Tennes-

'79.
see, in working out a newly invented process
Rev. George Merriam has become pastor at
for the manufacture of charcoal, which promises to work a revolution in the manufacture of Solomon City, Kansas ; he also preaches at Garcharcoal iron. The local press speaks very field and Williamsdale, on alternate Sabbaths.
George E. Murray is engaged in business in
hopefully of the new enterprise. Mr. Pierce
was a " classmate with Governor Plaisted and Lawrence, Mass.
' 81.
H. W. Richardson, Esq., of the Portlan d AdRev. J. D. Bailey, of Bolton, N. Y., has acvertiser.
'5 7.
cepted a call to Warrensburg, N. Y.
Rev. A. C. Herrick has resigned his pastorMiss Sophia M. Hanson has accepted a situate at Freeport, Me., and accepted a call from ation as assistant in a private classical school in
the church at Sacramento, Cal.
Philadelphia.
'6 2.
F. F. Whittier, M.D., is principal of the New
Rev. W. C. Barrows has resigned his pastor- Salem Academy, Mass.
ate of the Baptist church, Lewiston, Me.
C. B. Stetson is devoting himself to the
Rev. W. E. Brooks is now pastor of the study of Greek, under Gildersleve, in Johns
Western Avenue Congregational church, South Hopkins University.
Chicago, 111.
' 82 .
' 65 .
E. F. Thompson, recently admitted to the
Rev. W. T. Chase, of St. Paul, Minn., is
about to have the largest and finest church Cumberland bar, has opened an office in the
building in the Northwest in which to preach First National Building of Portland.

the gospel.

' 67.

Dudley P. Bailey has been elected a member of the Massachusetts House from Everett.
'6 8.

Rev. E. F. Merriam gave an address at the
Temperance Centennial held in September, at
Tremont Temple.
' 69.

G-. C. Fisher, Superintendent of Schools ,
Weymouth, Mass., has recently published a
work entitled "The Essentials of Geography."
' 73.

Rev. Nathaniel Butler, Jr., of Chicago, has
received a call to Terre Haute, Ind.
' 75.

L. C. Cornish was elected clerk at the Maine
legislative reunion held in Augusta during the
first week of November.
»7 7 .

' 83.

W. G. Chapman has opened a law office in
the First National Bank Building, in company
with E. F. Thompson.
C. H. and G. W. Hanson are attending the
law school in Boston University.
Alfred King has been appointed house surgeon in the Main e General Hospital, Portland,
for the remainder of the term of Dr. Harlow,
deceased.
P. I. Merrill is teaching at Randolph, N. Y
A. I. Noble is a student in the Portland
Medical School.
Elgin C. Verrill is studying law in the office
of Hon. H. L. Putnam, Portlan d, Me.
Henry Trowbridge and his bride started on
the evening after their marriage for Denver,
Col., intending to make that place their permanent home.
' 84.

Charles F. Meserve, of Springfield , Mass.,
W. K. Clement wishes those members of '85
has presented to the library a copy of the His- owing him photos to send them to 677 Fiirstentory of Plymouth County, Mass. Mr. Meserve graben, Jena, Germany.
wrote the portions concerning Rockland, Abing'8 7.
ton , and South Abington..
0. L. Beverage is teaching at Jonesport, Me.
'7 8.

'8 6.

A tribute to the memory of Miss Ellen S.
Burbank and Farnham, wh o have been out
K oopm an has be en prepared f or distribut ion teaching during the latter part of the term, the
among her fr iends , and will be sent to any one former at Jefferson and the latter at North Bel- .
addressing H. L. Koopman, Rutgers College grade , came back and took the examinations
Library, New Brunswick, N> J,
with their class.
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When the Freshman conies to college
He comes in search of kn owledge,
Climbing up the college stair;
And he grinds out horse translations—
Holds the Sophs, in veneration—
Climbing up the college stair.
He hears the bell a-ringing,
And says, " I do declare,
I love to hear it ringing,
Climbing up the college stair."
With the Sophomoric duti es,
" Plugging " loses all its beauties,
Climbing up the college stair;
Water is the Freshman's diet,
And it keeps him good and quiet,
Climbing up the college stair.
He hears the bell a-ringing,
And says, "I do declare
'Tis hard to hear it ringing,
Climbing up the college stair."
But the Junior 's year is brightest,
And his cares are far the lightest,
Climbing up the college stair ;
And his heart is ever laden
With the beauties of some maiden ,
Fairer than the fairest fair.
He hears the belles a-singing,
And says, "I do declare,
I will of love be singing,
Climbing up the college stair."
Lost in visions of the vvhenceness,
Climbing to the heights of thenceness
Far above the college stairs,
Haughtily the Senior passesScorns derisively the classes
Climbing up the college stairs.
He hears the bell a-ringing,
And says with careless air,
"I care not for its ringing,
I have climbed the college stair."

Girls graduating in England wear gowns
precisely like those worn by the university
men, and the only way to tell one from the
other is to wait for a mouse.—Mo,
Professor (very young, > unsophisticated,
hence bashful ; to class of young ladies)—
, " Give inflection of first demonstrative pronoun." Grand Chorus (girls perceive the professor's weak point and desire to fri ghten him)—
" Hio, hroo, hop ; hugus, hugus, hugus—" Exit
bashful Professor,

I am sitting, Mary, sitting
In our Cabin in the lane ;
And I'm looking, Mary, looking
At the cattle in the rain.
And I see the water running
Off their skins that shine like silk,
And I wonder muchly, Mary,
If it is that which spoils the milk.
A LOVE GAME.

They were playing at lawn-tennis, he and she,
In the warm sunshine of an August day ;
And , as I watched in dreamy fantasy,
There seemed a subtle meaning in their play.
To her he gives the court, like true knight serving;
His homage she receives with careless mien :
So, too, we play, in childish sport maintaining
That " love is naught " till we are all fifteen.
'Tis in the teens, when flurried and "so conscious,'1
The maiden rushes after each and all ,
Before prim thirty makes her more punctilious,
And she finds fault with the once-pleasing ball.
Then oft with anxi ous gaze he stands there peering
Through manner's network, which fain the truth
would hide,
To see if she returns it, doubting, fearing,
Lest the love be altogether on his side.
Ah! happy she who wins the game of marriage
Before grim forty finds them both at play,
And come those deuced times when fickle vantage
Flutters now in , now out , then flies away.
But happiest they who at the balls and rackets
Meet—he victorious by his steady play,
And she, by well-scored points and not by assets :
Like those I saw upon that summer's day .—Ex.
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The At lantic Monthly completes its fifty-sixth volume
with the December number , which is filled with articles
of interest and instruction . The article, " The Idea of
God," by John Fiske, gives many thoughts that are
worthy of reflection. "Southern Colleges and Schools,"
by Prof. Charles F. Smilh of Vanderbilt University, will
not escape the thoughtful attention of those interested in
liberal education. Edward Noble, author of "The Russian Revolt," contributes "Life in St. Petersburg ." An
interesting series of papers by Horace E. Scudder is
completed by " Childhood in Modern Literature and
Art." Other serials are the conclusion of "The New
Portfolio," by Oliver Wendell Holmes ; "A Country
Gentleman ," by Mrs. Oliph ant ; an d Henry James ' new
story, "T he Princess Casaraassima." Th*"Two Halves
of a Life," by R. Machray, besides being quite a romantic
story, portrays vividly some of the characteristics of
French Can adian society. " Qu atrains by Different
Hand s " contains gems of thought. There are, ae usua l,
short articles, book notices, etc. Besides these there is

a convenient table of contents for the complete volume.
Among the writers for the coming year are James Russell Lowell, who will furnish contributions of prose and
poetry, Mr. Aldrich, an excellent writer of short stories,
and an English writer, Mr. Hamilton , who promises a
series of papers comparing the English and French in
character and customs. Everything indicates that the
magazine will be of more than usual interest. Published by Houghton , Mifflin & Co., Boston.
The frontispiece of the Magazine of Art for November
is a reproduction by the Berlin Photographic Company
of Van Ruysdal's "Cascade with the Watch Tower."
The opening paper is by J. H. Waterhouse, A.R.A., illustrated by several fine engravings from his best works.
One, " The Oracle," requires a full page to show its
beauties. This is followed by a paper on " Art in
Egypt," by William Holmeden , illustrated , and from the
oldest country in the world we jump to the newest
America, whose achievements in silver work receive the
highest praise. This month's pap er on " The Romance of Art," " Torregiani , Sculptor and Bravo.1'
Then there is a paper on the Lower Med way. Mr .
Brander Mathews contributes a paper on a " French
Theatrical Museum ," in which he gives a careful and
interesting description of the treasures in the library ot
the Paris Opera House. This is appropriately followed
by a "Ballad of Dead Actors," written by William E.
Henley, and illustrated by Elihu Vcdder. Several other
interesting papers follow, and the department of notes
is as full and interesting as usual . Cassell & Company,
Limited, New York ; $3.50 per year, in advance.
xne two serials in uasself s l*amity Magazine which
have been read with so much interest since they were
begun , close with the December number. The frontispiece of this number illustrates " The Song of an English Girl ." The short stories of the number are, "How
I Got My Telephone for Nothing " ; " Dickens' Wife ";
and "Inkinsfell : An Alpine Village Story." The instructive and descriptive articles are 6 ' By-Paths of Commerce : The Translator and Reviver "; referring to that
useful though humble class of the community who make
over old shoes and old garmen ts and sell them to the
poor. The Boston Society for the encouragement of
study at home is described. An interesting paper , with
illustrations, describes the "Early Home of Florence
Nightingale," and a very pretty home it was. The papers on " Remunerative Employment for Gentlewomen "
are continued. A glance at the history of heraldry,
"The Science of Fools," is given. The Paris Correspondent tells us what to do with our exteriors, and the
Family Doctor prescribes for the inner man . "The
Gatherer " is as usual filled with useful information, and
poetry gives a light touch to the pages. The new volume , which begins with the January number , will contain three serial stories, "A Willful Young Woman ," by
the author of " Who is Sylvia " ; «'Lyndon of High
CliflV' by tho author of " When tho Tide was Hi gh" ;
and "Marlowe 's Sacrifice ," by Fran k Barr ett, author of
"J ohn Ford ." Cassell & Company, Limited, New
York ; $1,60 a year , in advance.
LippinooWs Magazine for December opens with a description of a "Tobftoco-Hantatlon in Virginia. " In

"Scenes of Charlotte Bronte's Life in Brussels," Dr.
Theo. Wolfe gives a deeply interesting account of a recent visit to the "Pensionnot Heger," and brings up
vividly the localities and characters immortalized in
"Villette " and "The Professor. " " Cookham Dean ,"
by Margaret Bertha. Wri ght, is a very amusing sketch of
artist life at a favorite resort on the Upper Thames.
"Birds of a Texan Winter," by Edward C. Bruco, is
agreeable and suggestive reading. To many persons
the most attractive article in the number will be the
"Letters and Reminiscences of Charles Reade," by It.
Cornwallis, the letters relating chiefly to the novelist's
own works and his connection with various publishers ,
being lively and highly characteristic. " New York
Libraries," »y C. B. Todd , contains a mass of information that cannot fail to prove of use to those whom it
concerns. There are several short papers and stories
that do not require to be specified , but a farce entitled
"The Substitute," by James Payn , the English novelist
and essayist, seems well adapted to amateur theatricals.
We notice that, commencing with the New Year, this
popular Magazine will be reduced in price to $2.00 per
annum , and other important changes will be inaugurated. The next number will be under new editorial
management, will appear in an entirely new dress, and
will be issued January 1, 1886. Henceforth the Magazine will be published on the first of the month whose
name it bears .
The Quiver for December begins a series on "•Famous Pictures and the Lessons they Teach ," with Sir
Joshua Reynold's " Infant Samuel," giving a very satisfactory engraving after the ori ginal . Dr. Robert Maguire points out the lesson and makes it as plain to all
as it is beautiful. Two new serials, " The Heir of Sandford Towers " and "Oliver Langton 's Ward," are begun
in this number. They begin with the promise of bsing
excellent successors of the stories that preceded them.
Turning the pages in succession we find, " Out with the
Deep Sea Trawlers "; " Idle Words," a parable from nature, by Lady Laura Hampton ; " Voices in the Night ,"
by the Rev. W. M. Statham ; " Old Anthony 's Treasures," a character sketch by the Hon. Katherine Scotfc,
illustrated »y a striking page-picture of old Anthony ;
"Boughs, Birds, and Belfries ," by the author of " The
King's Highway, " prettily illustrated , and followed by a
hymn of Praise, the music by Dr. Philip Amies. A capital paper, one to be read and well digested , is "A Husband and Wife Mutual Improvement Society, " by the
Rev. E. J. Hardy. Then follows a little poem by G.
Weatberly, " A Mother's Love," which has the honor of
a frontisp iece illustration. A series on " Ways of Pleasan tne ss " is begun in this number and is followed by a
poem , "To a Cbild1s Memory," by F. Herbert Trench .
Then come the popular " Scripture Lessons," followed
by two stories, "Told by Request," and " Pinktottens,"
a poem ; " Thistledown "; a paper on " Eve and Her
Dau ghters," a fruitful subject ; and an essay on "The
Love of Show." In Short Arrows is a portrait of the
Baroness Burdett-Coutts and some interesting stories
illustrated with sketches from life in the ragged sofoool. .
Cassoll & Company, Limited, New York ; $1.60 a year,
* ;
in advance ,

